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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

In MODE I or 2, manual initiation of a reactor trip must be
OPERABLE. These are the MODES in which the shutdown rods
and/or control rods are partially or fully withdrawn from the core. In
MODE 3,4, or 5, the manual initiation Function must also be
OPERABLE If one or more shutdown rods or control rods are
withdrawn or the-od Control System is capable of withdrawing the

uownros or the controro In this condition, inadvertent
control rod withdrawal is possible. In MODE 3, 4, or 5, manual
initiation of a reactor trip does not have to be OPERABLE if the Rod
Control System is not capable of withdrawing the shutdown rods or
control rods and if all rods are fully inserted. If the rods cannot be
(= withdrawn from the coretall of the rods are inserted, there is no
need to be able to trip the reacor. In MODE 6, neither the shutdown
rods nor the control rods are permitted to be withdrawn and the
CRDMs are disconneded from the control rods and shutdown rods.
Therefore, the manual initiation Function Is not required.

2. Power Range Neutron Flux

The NIS power range detectors are located external to the reaHtri
vessel and measure neutrons leaking from the coreinhe pW o

rBeductironsin p RCS te rtue.
The, ICOta arequir allourofth oNtr l

,,hi Funtio finsundl rovrodes a
P 0 \ sinaro ~e~maulomaiadmne rod withdrawal prior to
= ~ y} Tntiatng areadr trip. Liiigfrhrrdwithdrawal Day terminate

lit The High ann elimin the reaBoLE

a. Power Ran-ge Neutron Flux - High

The Power Range Neutron Flux - High trip Function ensures
that protection is provided, from all power levels, against a
positive reactivity excursion leading to DNS during power
operations. These can be caused by rod withdrawal or
reductions in RCS temperature.

e LCO requires all four of the Power Range Neutron Flux0 -
( igh channels to be OPERABLE. 0W
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

the core to the local heat flux. JThe DNBR is indicative of the
margiin to DNB.k orthe tkerai on
unci on fortie rod dr6p a ents in which o (.

willbe greatir than the lm trd

fCLTThe LCO requires all four Power Range Neutron Flux - High (o
Negative Rate channels to be OPERABLE. CD
In MODE I or 2. when there is potential for a multiple rod drop
accident to occur, the Power Range Neutron Flux - High
Negative Rate trip must be OPERABLE. In MODE 3,4, 5, or 6,
the Power Range Neutron Flux - High Negative Rate trip
Function does not have to be OPERABLE because the core is
not critical and DNB is not a concems. so, s ony0

shutd'ay bak ae withdrawn in 3ODLS4, or5,te
~re~m linintg mplem t ffcnribank wort e su

uffi entdeareeo SDM in'e n MODE 6,
no rods are withdrawn and the required SOM is increased
during refueling operations. In addition, the NIS power range
detectors cannot detect neutron levels present in this MODE.

4. Intermediate Range Neutron Flux

The Intermediate Range Neutron Flux trip Function ensures that
protection is provided against an uncontrolled RCCA bank rod
withdrawal accident from a subcritical condition during startup. This
trip Function provides redundant protection to the Power Range
Neutron Flux - Low Setpoint trip Function. The NIS Intermediate
range detectors are located external to the reactor vessel and

dec 'S¶ measure neutrons leaking fromthecore. fe interm di
J d9* CHinge detectors-o not Drovide~ny input to-cqtroi- svtin 'e 0

Vial this ion provides a signal oypreve automatic\
manual rod with rawal prior to initiating reactor trip. Limitin
further rod with~drawal may termninate Wh transient and elimlrt h
need to trip tereat r)

- The LCO require t annels of Intermediate Range Neutron Flux QIo
to be OPERABLE. IfoOPERABLE channels are sufficient to
ensure no single random failure will disable this trip Function.

Because this trip Function is important only during startup, there is
generally no need to disable channels for testing while the Function
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued) G a g , (
axial power distribution - f(AI), the 1 isvaried to
account for imbalances in the axial power distribution as
detected by the NIS upper and lower power range detectors. If
axial peaks are greater than the design limit, as indicated by the
difference between the upper and lower NIS power range
detectors, the niEtpnX is reduced in accordance with
Note 1 of Table 3.3.1-1.

Dynamic compensation is included for system piping delays from the
core to the temperature measurement system.

The Overtemperature AT trip Function is calculated for each loop as
described in Note I of Table 3.3.1-1. Trip occurs if Overtemperature
AT is indicated in two loops. __so * ressur

The LCO requires all four channels of the Overtemperature AT trip
Fundion to be OPERABteEfor wottthe -n

Overtemperature AT Function receives input from channels shared
with other RTS Functions. Failures that affect multiple Functions
require entry into the Conditions applicable to all affected Functions.

In MODE I or 2, the Overtemperature AT trip must be OPERABLE
to prevent DNB. In MODE 3, 4, 5, or 6, this trip Function does not
have to be OPERABLE because the reactor is not operating and
there is insufficient heat production to be concerned about DNB.

iJ) (A (6l 7. OvervowerAT (elec

s rail ~t~The Overpower AT trip Function ensures that protection is provie
Go, .U{'~-,Jk' (fo eni Ujiit iayiILiy or i e fuel (i.e., nofuel pellet meitinTn-

\ < j than 1% dbding strain) und~ all possible ov power con
co C0
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

vertemperi ur AT~rip Fin n and p~rovid a backup tovtper i

trip unction ensures that the allowable heat generation rate (kW/ft)
of the fuel is not exceeded. It uses the AT of each loop as a
measure of reactor power with a setpoint that is automatically varL_
with the following parameters:

* reactor coolant average temperature - the fi at is
varied to correct for changes in coolant density a r ecfic
heat capacity with changes in coolant temperatui d

* rate of change of reactor coolant average temperature -
Including dynamic compensation for the delays between the
core and the temperature measurement system.

0

(9

The Overpower AT trip-Function is calculated for each loop as per
Note 2 of Table 3.3.1-1. Trip occurs if Overpower AT is indicated in
two loops. #t~shme run1%s1heampera nre signald are used for Whre

:TX LCOrequirses ur.hanneifior t5an nIr lorfnits (three

.be OPERABLE. Note that the Overpower AT trip Function receives
Input from channels shared with other RTS Functions. Failures that
affect multiple Fundions require entry into the Conditions applicable
to all affected Functions.

In MODE 1 or 2, the Overpower AT trip Function must be
OPERABLE. These are the only times that enough heat Is
generated In the fuel to be concerned about the heat generation
rates and overheating of the fuel. In MODE 3,4, 5. or 6, this trip
Function does not have to be OPERABLE because the reactor is not
operating and there is insufficient heat production to be concerned
about fuel overheating and fuel damage.
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

power operated relief valve (PORV) setting. This setting
minimizes challenges to safety valves while avoiding
unnecessary reactor trip for those pressure Increases that can
be controlled by the PORVs.

In MODE I or 2, the Pressurizer Pressure - High trip must be
^ OPERABLE to help prevent RCS overpressurization and
mnimz c e oand safety valves. In
MODE 3, 4 5 or 6 the Pressurizer Pressure - High trip
Function does not have to be OPERABLE because transients
that could cause an overpressure condition will be slow to
occur. Therefore, the operator will have sufficient time to
evaluate unit conditions and take corrective actions.
Additionally, low temperature overpressure protection systems
provide overpressure protection D 4,

9. Pressurizer Water Level - Hiah (

The Pressurizer Water Level - High trip Function provides a backup
signal for the Pressurher Pressure - High trip and also provides
protection against water relief through the pressurizer safety valvte
safety vav etng.ned theor, stem in ordes to cevertheirn

re causethq safe valve to lfA reactor trip is actuated prior to the
In MODsurizer becoming water solid. a The L CfoO reqriighressurizer,

eof Pressurizer Water Level - High to be OPERA BLE. This
t F peuncti annes a re usedtrutoti led reasing per by t
P.7 iCnterock. On deoreasinnel is rbeu reuired to addrs
proteotion intbloion concelws. Beloe Phannelsetdo nint, ter I
the safety vaise and the high pressu re wec slow an low the

f.* g safety valve/stting. Thereforewh the slow rate of c arging
pavailabler wlssure overshoot tim to level channel faition cannotak

coruse th afety valve to lift b actor hiqh pre tri.

In MODE W when there is a potential for overfilling the pressurizer
the Pressurizer Water Level - High trip must be OPERA~BLE. This
trip Function is automatically enabled on increasing power by the
P-7 interlock. On decreasing power, this trip Function is
automabically blocked below P-7. Below the P-7 setpoint, transients
that could raise the pressurizer water level will be slow and the

-operator will have sufficient time to evaluate unit conditions and take
corrective actions.
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RTS Instrumentation
8 3.3.1

BASES

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

In MODE 1 above the P-7 setpoint~nd beloytthe P-8 seko~in
the RCP Breaker Position (tr trip must be
OPERABLE. Below the P-7 setpoint, all reactor trips on loss of
flow are automatically blocked since no conceivable power
distributions could occur that would cause a DNB concern at
this low power level. Above the P.7 setpoint, the reactor tri on
loss of flow in two RCS loops is automaticalI enabled. boe
the - se int, a loss of in anyone loop acuatea
reactor ti because of the, her power level d the reduce
-mari- t _desiqn limi_ BR

.1. �-

v 12. Undervoltage Reactor Coohant Pumps

The Undervoltage RCPs reactor trip Function ensures that
protection is provided against violating the DNBR limit due to a lo
of flow in two or more RCS loops. The voltage to each RCP,(7
moniPoooe the P-7 setpoint, a loss of voltage detected on

\ two or more RCP buses will initiate a reactor trip. This trip Functi
\wil erate a reactor trip befor the Reactor Coolant Flow - Low
Two 00 S pnine Time delays are incorpora
intd the Undervoltage RCPs chan e ctor trips due

k ;(he LCO requires(t~ Undervoltage RCPs channe l~REM
per bus to be OPERABLE.

Z.,
* or

on

ated
eto

0

0

in MODE 1 aoove me P-7 setpoint, me Undervoltage RCP trip must
be OPERABLE Below the P-7 setpoint, all reactor trips on loss of
flow are automatically blocked since no conceivable power
distributions could occur that would cause a DNB concern at this low
power level. Above the P-7 setpoint, the reactor trip on loss of flow
in two or more RCS loops is automatically enabled. This Function
uses the sam relays as the ESFAS Function 6f,16Jndervoltage
Reactor Coolan Pump start of the Ia felia dter
pumps.g

13. Underfre uencv Re lant Pumps G)
The Underfrequency RCPs reactor trip Function ensures that

* protection is provided against violating the DNBR limit due to a loss
of flow in two or more RCS loops from a major network frequency
disturbance. An underfrequency condition will slow down the
pumps, thereby reducing their coastdown time following a pump trip.
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

The proper coastdown time is required so that rea
removed immediately after reactor trip. The freqy
uis monitored. Above the P-7 setpoint, a lo

detected on two or more RCP buses will initie a
- - trip Function will generate a reactor t he

Flow - Low rt)i.
incorporated into the Underfriquency CP chanl
reactor trips due to momentary ele r-caltwer r,

> Ihe LCO requires e Underfrquency RC
-be OPERABLE.

In I ghPfW 4 StL . In £L. c .h. I Inrl ....

OC-

*,p 9 j &

a,, ,/l IS2

N'

each RCP
en-v
trip. This
r Coolant
elays are
irevent

per bus to

*~~n Wnr.r, *..?...
III IVI'.JL1" I 41JU:v LIM r-I bLpojUIII, URn LJIUU1IetL4UeI#.y r Srb UIp

must be OPERABLE. Below the P-7 setpoint, all reactor trips on
loss of flow are automatically blocked since no conceivable power
distributions could occur that would cause a DNB concern at this low
power level. Above the P-7 setpoint, the reactor trip on loss of flow
in two or more RCS loops Is automatically enabled.

14. Steam GeneratorWater Level - Low Low

The SG Water Level - Low Low trip Function ensures that protection
is provided against a loss of heat sink and actuates the AFW
System prior to uncovering the SG tubes. The SGs are the heat
sink for the reactor.- In order to act as a heat sink, the SGs must
contain a minimum amount of water. A narrow range low low level in
any SG is indicative of a loss of heat sink for the reactor. ITH flvlfle H

i~~~~~ _ IE._.__.............. ......

In MODE I or 2, when the reactor requires a heat sink, the SG
Water Level - Low Low trip must be OPERABLE. The normal
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B 3.3.1

{U IT onl

Each turbine stop valve includes a liniit switch that has t co
provides input to Train A-whileithe other contact provides in u
is considered to be a channel.

Q9 INSERT 28A
OJtNlT 2 onlv

Each turbine stop valve includes tw whes. One limit
Train A while the other limit switch provides input to Train B. I
considered to be a channel.'

AJIa[

Insert Page B 3.3.1-26

tacts. One contact
to Train B. Each contact

; tch provides input to
; h limit switch is

41
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, 1APPLICA}ILITY (continued)

The LCO requ Itrainf SI Input from ESFAS to be 0
OPERABLEin f 2.

A reactor trip is initiated every time an SI signal is present.
Therefore, this trip Function must be OPERABLE in MODE I or 2,
when the reactor is criticaland must be shut down in the event of an
accident. In MODE 3, 4, 5 or 6, the reactor is not critical, and this
trip Function does not need to be OPERABLE.

18. Reactor Tri System Interlocks

Reactor protection Interlocks are provided to ensure reactor trips are
in the correct configuration for the current unit status. They back up
operator actions to ensure protection system Functions are not 2.
bypassed during unit conditions under which the safety analysis
assumes the Functions are not bypassed. Therefore, the interlock _ Q
Functions do not need to be OPERABLE when the associated
reactor trip functions are outside the applicable MODES. Th are:

a. Intermediate Ranae Neutron Flux, P-6

~ The Intermediate Range Neutron Flux, P-6 interlock i a tuat
( g $>ST 0 3 when any NIS intermediate range channel goes

a,-toedcade ahnve uf minimum ci lrrg If both Une
channels'dropbelow the setpoint. the permissive will
automatically be defeated. The LCO requirement for the P-6
interlock ensures that the following Functions are performed: I

* on increasing power, the P-6 interlock allows the manual
block of the NIS Source RangepNeutron Flux reactor trip. (I)
This prevents a premature block of the source range trip
and allows the operator to ensure that the intermediate
range Is OPERABLE prior to leaving the source range.
When the source range trip is blocked, the high voltage to (; (t}
the detectors is also remove d

* on decreasing power, the P-6 interlo atically
energizes the NIS source range detectors and enables the

NSSurce Range Neutron Flux reactor tri p
_ I -k r-- 'dfaac
ig* n icesing power, the 6nerloc p ovtddaDrutI

bI signal to the sourrange flux dou i c
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INSERT,29"

There are two sitEut/A airanged in a one-out-of-two logic.Threaew frmESA

B 3.3.1

Up INSERT30-'; O

There are two Intermediate Range Neutron Flux, P-6 interlock channels (1 per train).
Each channel receives input from tw;o NIS intermediate range channels. Each P-6
interlock channel actuates to provide the interlock function for its associated RTS logic
train.

(i)D .- r INSERT 31

(i.e., defeats the manual block).

Insert Page B 3.3.1-27
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO. and APPLICABILITY (continued)

. Turbine s Pressure, P-13

The Turbine Pressure, P-13 interlock is actuate when
the pressure in the first stage of the high pressur e is

2,S, L*73cs Z - greater (aa Ao e y~l DOthe ate I pow
is determine y one-out-of-two pressure

detectors. The LCO requirement for this Function ensures that
one of the inputs to the P-7 interlock

The LCO requires two channelf Turbin ressure,
P-13 interlock to be OPERABLE in MODE 1.

The Turbine Pressure, P-13 interlock must
be OPERABLE when the turbine generator is operating. The
interlock Function Is not required OPERABLE in MODE 2. 3, 4,
5, or 6 because the turbine generator is not operating.

1' 19. Reactor Trio Breakers

>T h is trip Function applies to the RTBs exclusive of individual trip
H a. T h e LCO requires two OPERABLE trains of trip

breakers. A trip breaker train consists of all trip breakers associated
with a single RTS logic train that are racked in, closed, and capable
of supplying power to the Rod Control System. Thus, the train may
consist of the main breaker, bypass breaker, or main breaker and
bypass breaker, depending upon the system configuration. Two
OPERABLE trains ensure no single random failure can disable the
RTS trip capability.

Oc (

(D

These trip Functions must be OPERABLE In MODE 1 or 2 when the
reactor is critical. In MODE 3, 4, or 5, these RTS trip Functions
must be QPERABLE when the Rod Control System is capable of rod
withdrawal or one or more rods are not fully inserted.

Reactor Trio Breaker Undervoltage and ShuntTrio Mechanisms- 20.

IVI

The 100 requires both the Undervoltaoe and Shunt Trp_
Mkechanisms to be OPERABLE for each RTB that is in servce'd The
trip mechanisms are not required to be OPERABLE for trip breakers
that are open, racked out, Incapable of supplying power to the Rod
Control System, or declared inoperable under Function 19 above.
OPERABILITY of both trip mechanisms on each breaker ensures
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

relay are verified by other Technical Specifications and non-Technical
Specifications tests at least once per refueling interval with applicable
extensions.

Setpoints must be within the Allowable Values specified in Table 3.3.1-1.

The difference between the current 'as found' values and the previous
test "as left" values must be consistent with the drift allowance used in
the setpoint methodology. The setpoint shall be left set consistent with
the assumptions of the current unit specific setpoint methodology.

The Has found" and was left" values must also be&k ded and reviewed
for consistency with the assumptons of Reference X l l 1

.1.7 is mrodified by a Note that provide 4 hours Pelay In tem z
mentto perform this Surveillance for sour'irange instrumenta bn-

ring MODE 3 from MODE 2. This Note a a normal
wy prroceed without a delay for testing in MO and for a
ne ln.> ODE 3 until the RTBs are oppeo and SR 3.3. is no *
required be performed. If the unit is to be in MODE th the
losed fo& hours this Surveillance must be performed p*rto {

;qafterne of9 .is o justfed " -IReenp i

equency of 82§da3's is Justified in Referml..*% (

I:
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

verifies that the channel responds to a measured parameter within the
necessary range and accuracy.

CHANNEL CALIBRATIONS must be performed consistent with the
assumptions of the unit specific setpoint methodology. The difference
between the current "as found' values and the previous test 'as left'
values must be consistent with the drift allowance used in the setpoint
methodology.

The Frequency of nths is based on the assumption of an month
calibration interval in the determination of the magnitude of equipment
drift In the setpoint methodology.

iS .1.10 is modified b'yJotati~ing that thIcIestshall in i /
l vefie hat the time constants are adjusted to t prescbeyd values

where ennlicble.

SR 3.3.1.0 is the performance of a C NE CA R,
\vr monthsTas 'F .J z u ev r mo tse t

CA1.ATTIOtTh, CTION for the po r range v
\X neutron detectors Jonsists of a nor lization of the dete rs based on

TV ;power calorimetriW and flux ma Ae~rre ano 5% sT,I The ?
CHANNEL CALIBRATION for the source range ir. 1V5

rineutron dete tor Mnobtaining the detector plateau or preamp
discriminator curves, evaluating those curves, and comparing the curves
to the manufacturer's da his Survonthe ee is not requirer thsSreince

iw Pt yinto MOE or1 and is not quired o
the NIS intermediat ~nge detectors foen noMO DE 2be cause tq
unit must bee In at I Ifs MODE 2 to perfr h tetfort2he~itreit

.. rrnot detectors arkMODE I forte{nvr rnedte./he
Or, M o nth Frequency is based on the need to perform this Surveillance o

under the conditions that apply during a plant outage and the potential for
an unplanned transient If the Surveillance were performed with the
reactor at power. Operating experience has shown these components
usually pass the Surveillance when performed on the(morth
Frequency. 3.. 6 e Re20/ 1
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B 3.3.1

0 INSERT 54

CHANNEL CALIBRATION is a complete check of the instrument loop, including the
sensor.

0 INSERT 55

Changes in power range neutron detector sensitivity are compensated for by
normalization of the channel output based on a ower calorimerand-ifluxma
performed above 15% RTP (SR 3.3.1.2). Changes in intermediate range neutron flux

de ec or-tivi y are compensated for y periodically evaluating the compensating
voltage setting and making adjustments as necessary. Changes in source range
neutron detector sensitivity are compensated for by periodically obtaining the detector
plateau or preamp discriminator curves, evaluating those curves, comparing the curve
the manufacturer's data, and adjusting the channel output as necessary.

C wp'/6N'5 tv'J. f -poicpY~~q

<Cw %^& J a?

Insert Page B 3.3.1-50
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B 3.3.1

0 INSERT 56

This SR is modified by two Notes.

0 INSERT 57
kA;A -j 0�91

Note 2 provides a 72 hour delay in the requirement to perform a normalization of the AT
channels after THERMAL POWER is > 98% RTP.

Insert Page B 3.3.1-51
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RTS Instrumentation
B 3.3.1

BASES

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

Of >s appropriate, each channel's response must be verified every
months on a STAGGERED TEST BASIS. Testing of the final

SC uation devices Is Included in the testing. 177P-n-se lim, 6 ca~no-o be)
paee n ETnn untoprtinbcau~se equipment operation is f-
kaequirec~o measure response tir~ejs Experience has shown that these

components usually pass this surveillance when performed at the
Q oths Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency was concluded to be

acceptable from a reliability standpoint.

¢ is modified by a Note stating that neutron detectors are
excluded from RTS RESPONSE TIME testing. This Note Is necessary
because of the difficulty in generating an appropriate detector input
signal. Excluding the detectors Is acceptable because the principles of
detector operation ensure a virtually instantaneous response.

. ,
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B 3.3.1

0 INSERT:59

The response time testing of the neutron flux signal portion of the channel shall be
measured from either the detector output or the input of the first electronic component in
the channel.

0 INSERT 60

1. Regulatory Guide 1.105, Revision 3, 'Setpoints for Safety Related
Instrumentation."

2. UFSAR, Chapter 7.

3. Technical Requirements Manual.

-te

-

4. IEEE-279, "Proposed Criteria for Nuclear Power Plant Protection Systems,"
August 1968.

'51 UFSAR, Table 7.2-1.

6. UFSAR, Table 14.1-2 (Unit 1) and UFSAR, Table 14.1.0-4 (Unit 2).

7. 10 CFR 50.49.

EG-IC-004, 'Instrument Setpoint Uncertainty," Rev. 4.

UFSAR, Chapter 14.

10. WCAP-10271-P-A, "Evaluation of Surveillance Frequencies and Out of Service
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October 2000.
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JUSTIFICATION FOR DEVIATIONS
ITS 3.3.1 BASES, REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

.1.' Changes are made (additions, deletions, and/or changes) to the ISTS Bases, which
reflect the plant specific nomenclature, number, reference, system description,
analysis, or licensing basis description.

2:. Grammatical/editorial error corrected.

3. The Note, describing an alternative Technical Specification format with respect to
Allowable Values and Trip Setpoints,lIs deleted because it is not intended to be
included in the plant specific ITS submittal.

4. The brackets have been removed and the proper plant specific information/value has
been provided.

5i Changes are made to reflect changes made to the Specification.

6. Spelling error corrected.

R. Changes are made to reflect the Specifications.

8. The Reviewer's Notes are deleted because they are not intended to be included in
the plant specific ITS submittal.

9. The discussion in ISTS SR 3.3.1.11 (ITS SR 3.3.1.14) about the normalization of the
power range neutron detectors has been deleted since the adjustment ispart of ISTS
SR 3.3.1.2 (ITS SR 3.3.1.2).- ra zz C f 9 o4 /as

-;6 4 T3 .31 1 -/, F.l, 3, -Ar )41 0,s
10. Changes are made for consistency with other places of the Bases. xt

At11 These punctuation corrections have been made consistent with the Writer's Guide
for the Improved Standard Technical Specifications, NEI 01-03, Section 5.1.3.

,A12. This statement has been deleted since the Power Range Neutron Flux and
pgo, Intermediate Range Neutron Flux instrumentation are not assumed in the accident

analyses to prevent automatic or manual rod withdrawal.

13. This statement has been deleted since this feature is not required for OPERABILITY
of the Steam Generator Water Level - Low Low RTS Function.

A.4 This statement has been deleted since it is not relevant to the discussion.

-Cp15. This statement has been deleted since this feature is not assumed in the safety
analyses.

16. TSTF-418, Rev. 2, which incorporates WCAP-14333, has not been adopted.

CNP Units 1 and 2 Page 1 of 1
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